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CHAPTER IV

PROBLEMS IN TRANSLATION OF 

DUSHKAL AND PRATIMA

Short story is primarily supposed to be short .It has certain restriction. 

So writer focuses on plot and conflict from the beginning i. e. main theme. 

Short story generally does not have round characters. Mainly events are the 

core part of short story.

The aspects like setting, development and introduction of characters 

have little scope in short story, unlike novel. The novel writer has wide scope 

to describe all minute details . But vis-a-vis is short story writer’s job. He has 

to present the story in short. That’s why the job of translation of short story is 

difficult. In other words translator has to face various problems In an article 

named‘On Equivalence’ in the book Text and Culture Ravindra Gargesh says, 

“An act of translation, particularly of a short story, first, presupposes the 

knowledge of orientation or the tone of SL text which can be gleaned only 

from the culture bound language of the SL. Hence, along with the linguistic, 

the cultured and context bound stylistic features have to be taken into the 

account. It is the tone of the text that ultimately governs the choice of 

equivalent structures in TL.”

If we consider readers of TL ,we find that, there is very little scope for 

the previous knowledge of the culture, or social practices, specific terms and 

their specific meanings, some references of famous characters in the society, 

their importance etc. For example, one cannot expect that a common man from 

Maharashtra( India ) who speaks Marathi, has any idea of Hercules or King 

Arthur.

Similarly, translation of Marathi short stories in English gives birth to 

certain problems. In addition to this, the translator cannot spend more time,
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space and words for the description of necessary social practices, cultural 

tradition, and specific terms. He cannot give details about historic or 

mythological characters. Giving footnotes has certain limitations.

The present research work aims to study the process of translation and 

problems that occur during translation. For this study I have selected two short 

stories of V. S. Khandekar- DUSHKAL and PRATIMA. The first story throws 

light on hypocrite nature of human being. It depicts picture of two persons from 

different classes of society, Narrator comes across two incidents, which shows 

contrastive human tendencies. The second story Pratima, is about famous 

Indian mythological characters- Ram and Seeta. Story deals with later part of 

Rama’s life. Though there is a very little action in the story, it matters a lot. 

Merely half of the story is about memories in the mind of Urmila. The writer 

presents various shades of human mind. It is a fine example of female as well 

as male psychology. The writer tries to seek mental anguish in the minds of 

legendary characters.

While translating the SLT into TLT the translator tries to read between 

the lines and present the hidden meanings. While doing so she comes across 

three types of problems .During the process of translation translator has tried 

to understand the intention of the writer and then tried to present it in TL, while 

doing so she found three types of problems in translation-

Linguistic Problems
1) Wim - TPTReiFRf WFScT WTFR ?

Ragavalayas vatata mazyavar 

Are you angry on me? Is wrong.

The word on is used as-

Preposition- 1. Positional at the upper surface of.

2. Covering.

Adverb- 1. along, forwards.

2. to an operative stale. E. g. turn the television on.
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Adjective-1.1 the state of being active functioning or operating

2. Performing according to the schedule. E. g. I the show still on?

- Here, instead of using ‘on’ as an equivalence of var, I have 

simply translated sentence as- ‘Are you angry?’ by omitting the Marathi term 

Mazyavar

And it does not affect the context.

1) — Lucyvar- 

W uffa 3JT%

Sahebancha far jiv ahe lucyvar.

It means the officer loves Lucy very much. Here, Lucy is the name of a bitch, a

female pet dog. But, the Marathi preposition -___Var cannot be used in

English after Lucy and if one does so, it will be a mistranslation Lucy on or on 

Lucy. Just ‘Officer loves Lucy’ is enough for transference of sense .

Similarly, the translation of RTcJTlW WTW'f Ntaychya Balavar became 

problematic.

2) 3t% - Adhu-

crfe bereft jRTcfr 3RffiRI - 

Drushti itki adhu zali astana

Marathi English dictionary gives following English terms for the Marathi word 

Adhu- Weak, Deformed, Crippled.

Deformed means- to change the form of, negatively

to become misshapen or changed in shape 

to mar the character of

Crippled means- having less than fully functional limb or 

Injuries which prevent full mobility 

Weak means- lacking in force, (usually strength) or ability.

Hence, ‘When your eyesight has become weak’ seems to me better.
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3) m wrr w arref -

asa kahitari bolayacha mazya manat ala hota.

Word to word translation of this sentence mars its beauty.

The term — *FTTcT 

Manat- in mind

kahitari- something

3RTT asa- means in Marathi — Tf TTRT^T ya sarkha like this.

So I translated it as, I wished to say something like this.

4) 3T^ ’TPfcT eftcTRT^ are turechya bhashet dogha bolayche 

The term ARE is described in the Marathi-English dictionary as-

A contemptuous or familiar particle of addressing a male which shows the 

affinity among two persons. Word to word translation of the sentence will be 

wrong, and unsuitable.

5) TtefteT ^TT — yeshil na barobar?

The question seems verbal, but it is not purely a question. It expresses 

speakers desire, hope for the answer yes. In a way it tends to be Rhetorical 

question, where the answer is not expected, but the question itself suggests the 

answer.

While translating it, translator considered some options as, ‘will you 

come with me’. But it is a verbal question, which lacks complete meaning in 

SL text.

‘Won’t you come with me?’ adds negative aspect.

So, finally translated it as ‘Will you come with me? Won’t you?’

6) — baghin.

The term — baghane means- to see, to look.
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But here the term does not mean any one of the above.

It suggests the act of waiting or patience for success.

The repetition of the term is to increase the intensity of the meaning. This term 

is casually used by speakers in Marathi.

Translator found anotherexample which gives more information or complete 

sense of it, WR f^TT cfre — ‘char divas vat baghun pahin'

So while translating it, I paid attention on the transference of meaning. That is 

why, instead of separate translation of this term, I prepared one statement- ‘I 

will try to seek job for some days.’ 

vj1c|c1I, vxfcfcTT — jevata, jevata-

Repitition of certain terms, is useful to give/add various effects to language. 

Here the term means while having lunch, during supper.

The repetition/repeated use indicates casual and informal way of speaking.

But, while translating it, such repetition sounds wrong, Similarly some more 

terms are used by writer.They are s?T ?T *£u!di,

'Jilcii—viiicii ha ha mhanata, padlya padlya.

Bahini bahini- jawa jawa-

These terms are casually used by Marathi speakers. The repetition of one word 

is for the sake of collective reference. But in English we never say Sister-sister.

'Jl'i'SH ~ ek ek jodapa pudha houn-

Here, the term ek-ek means one by one.

It cannot be translated as one-one. One-one does not carry the expected 

meaning; on the contrary, it may create chaos in the mind of reader. Similarly 

translator found problems in translation of following words, 

devi-devi

d/di—d/di dada-dada

bhaooji-bhaooji

Here the repetition is for the sake of addressing, or calling.In each case 

we find differet reason for the repetition.
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i) In the first case the addressee is lost in her thoughts, so addressor has to call 

her repeatedly.

ii) In the second, the addressee is unconscious, so the addressor is calling him 

again and again to bring him back to senses.

iii) In the third, word to word translation is not possible ,because Brother in 

law-Brother in law does not seem suitable.

Kl ^TR sara-sara

It is added to highlight on the sense or to add intensity.

5j|c4<Tl—^cicTl — shevti-shevti

Here the word deleft shevti is repeated but there is a dash between these 

repeated words.

This gap reveals the time, which narrator has taken before repeating the words, 

because narrator is talking about an important event e in her life. Her statement 

is a conclusion that she has drawn after contemplation in her pessimistic or sad 

mood.

7) inftterc — hapisar-

It is a corrupted word - ‘Apbhransh’ of Officer in Marathi. Mainly, it is 

used by illiterate people in Maharashtra. Writer has purposely used this word. 

In order to express the higher rank of the officer, we say higher-up.

Here in Marathi writer has arranged the term- bade hapisar.

The word bade actually belongs to Hindi, But its English meaning is big, which 

is not suitable.

8) ’ft 31Te?. bekar- me bekar ahe.

The term ‘ bekar5 has two different meanings

i) It refers to person whose behavior is not gentle or rude.

ii) unemployed.

Here, the context suggests the second meaning.
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9) *lleiiRluV- bolvine

xffT gfqicll^ *TT?ft iftcOT cfw<ftd 3P?ft *TT3ft SfftSTT ?ftft. ‘chaha

deoon pushapatai mazi bolwan kartil ashi mazi apeksha hoti ’

Molesworth’s Marathi ‘English dictionary has noted the meaning of ‘ Bolavine 

’as -

To conduct or on his way (a friend or a guest who is leaving one’ house) 

by accompanying him for a short distance, to set off. Although writer wants to 

convey the same meaning. But during the translation there is no need to write 

everything, so I preferred -

‘I was expecting that she will offer me only tea and say good-bye.

10) *RRT STFTcf cR — manat anle tar-

Instead of word to word translation I translated it as ‘__If she wills__’

because- bring in mind seems wrong, on the contrary its meaning suggest 

willingness of Pushpatai to do the referred act.

11) ^rfftcftw c5TT — tya samilichya tva- 

The term c*TT Tya- refers to Pushpatai.

eft - ti- is a pronoun of third person and feminine gender. In order to refer her 

respectfully, writer used the word tya 

- honouric pronoun.

But English language does not have honoric pronoun., so in translation, one has 

to use She.

The first use of tya refers to committee. In Marathi, the term samitee( in 

English Committee) is feminine term- a noun, and so the feminine pronoun TI- 

is used for it.

But in English for the word committee, the pronoun ‘it’ is used, so here ‘Tya’

can be translated as- That,

c*IT 'bftcftxiii - tya samitichya- that committee.
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12) — sukhvastu baykanmadhale

The term sukhvastu in Marathi-English dictionary means A

person sojourning at a place without the connection of an estate etc. but simply 

for hi pleasure or convenience .

Here it refers to women who live happy and comfortable life.

The second term WFFpfqsjcf bayakanmadhale, cannot be translated as in 

women, among women because it would be wrong. I translated it as- ‘wealthy 

women’

13) gondyakade-

The word is corrupted form of the name- hlRta GOVIND. As a friend 

the uncle in the story, calls his friend as Gondya, which is common in 

Maharashtra. In translation I have kept it as it is, to maintain the local touch of 

the language.

14) — palyad-

Mcall's The word palyad belongs to vernacular language, used by mainly 

villagers. It is a part of regional dialect. It’s standard equivalence in Marathi is- 

MeTlcb-sj palikade.

During translation, we miss the regional tone of the language. There are 

some more words like this- Vldf^T ratipun (ratripasun) since night,

WFT (3Jt4) hai (ahe) is, ^Jt4 (*TJf?t) nai(nahi) no, &uf) kuni (koni) anyone, 

Wft (Wfc) chwar ( chor) robber, tftW ($4/) howa(hawa), 4*ffa) (4144) 
vangal(waaite) bad, WWT (WW) baga(bagha) see.

putalisarkhi-
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putali is a feminine form of the word gcloffr putala, which means a 

statue. In English we don’t have a different word for the feminine form of the 

term statue, so we cannot express it separately in English.

Similarly, ^T*T& nagari (City), hasari (an adjective- that means cheerful or 

smiling) are also feminine.

16) STEP7!— apart- This pronoun is used by the writer in various sentences, but it 

does not have the same meaning, everywhere.

i) STEP7! ET ^ofHi^NI-41 cfTcToft F'tH f}cT BtcTt. apart ya ratnabhandarachi 

vatani karun ghet hoto.

ii) 4tcT—4fcT STPP7! dl^ell f^dKci bhit bhit apart taeela vicharal,

iii) f^Rf^JTcT ^4 STTcIcft TTfcTRT EBTEeiT STEFT 4c4.

chitramandirat taeechi purn zaleli pratima pahayla apart gelo.

iv) STEET STTcTT 3tTBR apart ata phalahar karun vishranti

ghyavi

1) In the first statement, 3TFFT apan is used as the first person plural for 

both- Urmila(the speaker) and Sceta.

2) In the second and third statement - narrator refers herself as ‘ apan’, in 

the style of majesty or magniloquence. ‘ apan’ is assumed by the first person 

singular, bearing the plural significance and remain we.

3) In the forth statement apan is used for ‘you (cJE?! Tumhi), in 

reverential or respectful style ‘apan’ is used in addressing the second person 

singular.

17) 3TRTetc[^T — abalvruddha., It means -

i) from the child to the old man

ii) all, the whole population

So, in order to make translation simple and less complex I used the term 

everyone which fulfils the purpose.
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18) TO5Raftcl - nakshtrakhachit- 

nakshtra+ khachit - full of nakshalra 

nakshtra means constellations.

But this technical term is not familiar to common people, so to make it 

simple I arranged starry sphere and starry sky.

19) Exclamatory sentences in order to add effects to prose and make 

conversation graceful V. S. Khandekar had arranged exclamatory sentences . 

Although, these sentence suit the purpose, their structure and tone pose 

question in front of translator.

1) cfil&i Hell 7WWRT tfdel! Kaka mala rastyat bhetale!

2) tide) fcmf/Bhetale manaje disale!

3) cfW 'lid efFTcT Wtef! Tasa nata lagat hota!

4) ywrd/JJ fifcd? pw mttfT feimuft 3mm mw 3ni $

mmmTWT H)d mtftw dlaidl $cf mti! Pushpataiche mister bade gruhastha 

aslyamule aaila tichyashi apla nata ahe he sangnyacha moha kadich taalata 

yet nose!

5) _3FT $4/ mfm mfmw 3txHclei/ wm! Unn hya sarvacha mhorkya aslela

bappya!

6) dlW *fe>3fW 3[U£T c&/ddM 3m? crft! Maza make up ajun vayachach ahe ki!

7) WTW /c)d fctwm, 0ld iff Dasikadapahat tina vicharla, kay ga!

8) wrmwrtt finft $c5 3Td m$uiN! Maharajanchi kiti vel vat pahanar!

9) f&qw 3mm wmit nf mimr mdmrr emrnft ^mlTithun apan paratio to 

jagya zalelya junya athvani gheunach!

10) cfeff mWMW mi dldd dldf 0m! Tula kashachach bhay vatat nahi kay!

11) ?)<jd)—?)c/d) 3mmm UFTfcT 3mm k&dHM! Shevati-shevati aplya jagat 

apan ektyach!
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If we study above sentences, from grammatical point of view we find 

that they are either statements or questions. None of them is fit in the 

framework of Marathi exclamatory sentence criteria.

Then the question arises, why the writer put exclamatory mark in front 

of them. I think, he paid attention to its conversational value, the expected 

intonation or situation when the speaker abruptly says it.

While translating all these sentences I proffered the context and need of 

the matter.

20) V. S. Khandekar’s writing style is remarkable for the figurative language, 

word play, idioms, proverbs and phrases etc. All these aspects add beauty to his
o

short stories, but the same aspects create problems in front of translator. 

Because the relationship of meaning and word in one language ,is not the same 

in another language. The equivalence of SL text in TL text cannot give the 

same aesthetic joy to readers.

Figures of speeh- V. S. Khandekar has used various figures of speech to 

make his short- stories beautiful and to convey the feelings and thoughts. For 

example,

Simile- 1) cieH enfelcfojrKsft Lahan Balikesarkhi

2) qmmmt

3) ciicum$a0l Sajiv Vatanyaitki Surkh

4) yiffcW wfcTfiR&TT Mungyanchya Rangesarkhya

5) 0lcu4l0 WT^wkfTNWlT Kalpanic Kadambarisarkhya

6) WfaTffTTTWT Sonyasarkha Baieel

Metaphor- 1) W ToT W&RTdt Ya Ratnabhandarachi

2) zfawm wwmrN ?mw ?t gmfm mk *rkr Wcrm? dolyat 

chakaknara sahas ha purushacha sarvat motha alankar
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3) srrftr 3?%%mv jmr wtmr smmR ftmr
cH'HcH 3TT&. ani streecha- ashrushivay dusra konla alanka tichya

dolyana labhala ahe.

4) ef)<frJ/J)p WT°ft ffifcS 3/ticf 3JW Pltft Lokagangecha pani 

sadaieeva nirmal asta asa nahi.

5) 3m W MfM VPpPW mm m mWAj Ya Prashant 

Samudravar Vadal Ka Vawa.

Metonymy-

1) mmr writ W mtmft Wtcft. Ayodhya Nagari Gadh Zopli
Hoti.

Alliteration-

1) mH <t mw - firm pfftw mwm wt w&twk mm 3?t£.
Taicha Te Hasna- Tichi Pratima Karnara To Kalakar Kiti Kushl 
Ahe.

3) WTRT WtmKFff PM PNPeft Hasat Hokararthi Man Halawali.

21) References of number - In order to give tentative idea about the event 

Khandekar mention some numbers. But while doing so he has tendency to 

mention two figures i.e. approximate amount, not a particular. For example,

1) W1Y—WTW Char- Pach Divasanpurvi

2) PW-WW WmnPrr it fttaifett 3RtcT Daha- Pach Haranana 

Mukti Milali Asei

3) WR—mW Cahr- Pach Khedyana

4) PtP — (ftp fitmfflU Don- Tin Divasat

5) d<fl'H pmmdt fteft Panch Vis Ekarachi Shed

6) ptp-eftp fW mmteft m?ft Don- Tin Purya Asleli Bashi
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7) 3rn~WRT fim Aath Pandhara Divas

8) W7 Wvf nfid! H^cdizj) Char Pack Mahila Mandalanchi

9) cffw fifed Don Tin Minite

10) WM-8TTU wwfw $ofHi SaatAath Varshancha Mulga

11) fi>ci)—firi fibci) Kilo- Don Kilo

12) WW—HWdtw Pack- Panchavis Pashesuddha

13) zfe—WT? fclcplufl Don- Char Thikani

14) 3TTcsif 'i>98N! Athashe Hajar Rupayancha

15) WT7 Wcf HI “I 'd Char Pach Manase

Climax-

srrqcfr get ^o6cf)d, ’M defter, ^cfTci. Apli

Doghinchi Mula Ekatra Kheltil, Ekatra Mothi Hotil, Digvijay Kartil...

But it is not possible to reproduce the same figure of speech in the TL, 

all the time.

Writer used a phrase wfcWffJTW Sonyasarkha Baieel (simile), in 

order to express the importance or value of the bull he compares it with gold, 

but in English one cannot say Bull like Gold.

Secondly, "tfuflci c|ieu£il$dcnl wfcIHI Sajiv Vatanya Itki -Surekh

Pratima.

It is difficult to compare the two things and arrange the similar 

construction.

22) The term ^TT Ya Ratnabhandarachi refers to the starry sphere,

but its literal meaning Ratna+Bhandar is different. The term Ratna means 

jewels and Bhandar means treasure or place. Here the term is used to describe 

the stany sphere which is a referential meaning, so instead of translating as 

treasure of stars, I used Starry sphere.
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23) 3TJc$T «tio6fcUf| Olya Balantini

There is no specific term in English for this phrase. I have used the 

method of interpretation in the translation.

24) In following sentences writer has not used £ verb’-

UMIcTld 4§cl4> ^ Gavatli Bahutek Ghare Shetkaryanchi

(verb?). ^RFT cff^tjjpTn (verb?).

The readers have to guess the verb and it’s tense with the help of content.

25) Similarly, In the next sentences writer has not mentioned the subject (we) 

readers have to guess it.

vJrRTT Pushpatainchya Kade Kay (Subject?),

Kenvahi Jata Yeil.

Udya (Subject?) ^4Id Tyanchyapasun SuruvatKaru.

26) During the translation process, it is not possible to maintain the same type 

of sentence. Sometimes, translator has to change the type of sentence from 

simple to complex or compound, complex to simple or compound and 

compound to simple or complex.

There are certain expressions in the story which cannot be translated in 

English language. We can say these expressions belong to the category of 

untranslatability.

3TM srmtcT, '?n^t Aaj Ahot, Udya Nahi (need interpretation)

Life is uncertain, though we are alive today, we can’t assure about 

tomorrow.

WT^cTT Chuk Chuk Karun Mhatarila

Sahanubhuti Dakahvili

The term Chuk Chuk Kame is onomatopoeic. By making this sound one 

can show sympathy for mishap to the concerned person. The Marathi speakers
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are aware about this phonic activity. But during translation I think i* will be 

ridiculous to say, by making ‘chukchuk’ sound he expressed sympathy. 

Because a TL speaker won’t understand the relationship between the 

‘chukchuk’ sound and the expression of sympathy.

During the translation, the above phrase causes problem of 

untranslatability. They are a part of narration. In the course of narration, the 

narrator speaks these words. They are part of vernacular language; :hey add 

beauty to the whole dialogue. But its word for word translation lacks the 

naturalness. It seems to me unnecessary. For example-

“By saying, this star mine- this star yours, we used to distribute the starry 

sphere.”

iff 3T?ft HM'JcOcN mahagai hi ashi bhutasarkhi

mangutivar basliye.

1) Comparison between dearness (Mahagai) and ghost.

2) NFFffM? Mangutivar- this term is used for neck, instead ofMaan.

3) ift 3&ft Hi Ashi

4) WFFpffW? wwf — Bhut Manguivar Basne- Marathi people 

generally use this proverb, Bhut Mangutivar Basne, refers to getting haunted 

with something (usually ghost, here dearness), where one cannot easily get rid

of

Conceptual Problems

1) Idioms- Translation of idioms created problems.

Sense or meaning of idiom is its essential part, but its word for word translation 

lacks the real meaning, and it becomes mistranslation. Sometimes, meaning of 

idioms is embedded in the historical or cultural aspects.

BARR. BAtASAHtB'ummm LIBR/ftY
SfcUVAJt UNlVtiibOv, KOLHAPUR.
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As, Idiom is a variety of language or an expression peculiar to or characteristics 

of a particular language when the meaning is separate from the meanings of its 

component words.

For example,

1) 3FMWT vf/ci Angavarun Pudhe Jat Hole

Its literal meaning is going ahead on body but real meaning is passing 

by.

2) Wpft ifScTIW Kani Padtach

does not really mean- falling on ear but to hear/ listen

3) c1WW&TT WWW VM0)' Lashkarachya Bhakrya Bhajne

does not mean- baking Military’s ‘bhakri’ or pan cakes of Jawar but 

meddling unduly.

4) WR cfcfT Shambhar Varshe Ayushya Ahe Tula- the

word to word translation is ‘You have hundred years of life.’

If one translates it in this way/manner, reader won’t understand the 

reason behind the utterance of this statement and why hundred years of 

life. It is a social practice in Maharashtra, to bless someone long life if 

he/ she approaches, as soon as someone remembers his/ her name.

5) WW 0101 y^el Hf&m W1Pan Kaka Padle Mazya

Vadilanche Balmitra.

But uncle fell is ridiculous translation. Actually the sentence means- but Uncle 

was my father’s childhood close friend.

6) 3JTM $05 mmr tifitAta Vel Kasa Khayla Yeto

It does not mean-Now time comes to eat, but it means- I can not kill 

time.

7) Nirope Ghene

It means in simple words- saying good bye. But word to word 

translation is- Taking message, which is totally different.
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8) WfloSMT 3HUWT Kapala Athya Padlya

The act of having wrinkles/ folds on forehead, suggest the feeling of 

annoyance.

During the translation of these short stories, translator came across some 

more terms or phrases, where word to word translation of SL text gst a new 

meaning in TL which is not required. In such cases translator purposely 

avoided word to word translation and tried to convey the sense.

For example-

1) znwm mrnicfl vfcftmw meniwi
Aplya Payakhali Dharitrimata Tar Ahe Na!

2) fcRTf vftcFTTcfT W&Wcf WtcT. Tila Jivnatun Uthavala Hota.

3) HHctcf) WJW Marleli Hak

4) 4HI TSMT 3Ff JpW WH? cfPlM! Vara Fadawa Un Punha Vahu Lagava.

Cultural Problems
Language is a part of culture. Every language has certain culture 

showing words or words related to culture. For example-Names of religious 

books, names of delicious, epics, certain values, tradition etc. They create 

problems for translator, because there is no equivalence for such words .

1) — Puran-

wtew urmvf w' %?rw gv ini.
Kakani motya utsaahna apla pur an suru kela.

The term Puran is actually related to Hindu cultural or religion. It is supposed 

that there are 18 Puranas. But the term is sarcastically by people, if someone is 

narrating everything large detail.
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2) qf#cft crr^r anfar -

. Shrikhandane Bharlrli Wati Ani Don Tin Purya- 

Shrikhand and Puri is a famous delicacy in Maharashtra one cannot translate it, 

or write the very name, so I preferred the term delicacy.

3) cPToSt am? cblMcfl —Kali Aai Kopli-

The term Kali Aai refers to agricultural land in Maharashtra. Its word to 

word translation is ‘Black mother’ which is inadequate to express the real 

meaning. The term Anger or Excess anger lacks the zeal of Kopne.

The agricultural land in Maharashtra is of black color, so the writer calls 

it as Kali Aai.

The term Kopne is associated with God. It is supposed that if the 

particular God is displeased, he/ she gets angry and does not confer his favor. 

Similarly here, the writer thinks that the famine in the area is due to anger of 

mother.

The story ‘ Pratima’ is based on famous mythological story from 

Ramayan. Ramayan is an important part of Indian Culture .It is highly 

impossible to recreate the Heroic characters , their significance and respect in 

the mind of Indian people in English language.

In this story some specific words posed problems in translation.

Devi-This word is used -

1) to call or refer a woman from royal family not necessary to be queen

2) to call or refer a woman especially in epics or mythological stories in 

olden days.

Dada -The word is used to call elder brother with respect. In 

Maharashtrait is a tradition to call elder brother respectfully as ‘dada’,not by 

his name.

'Hl'cbvifl Bhauji- This word is used for brother- in- law.

The words dada and bhauji are inseparable part of Indian culture , 

Merely brother or brother -in- law can not be equivalent of them
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8) wmm M&W Kapala A thy a Padlya

The act of having wrinkles/ folds on forehead, suggest the feeling of 

annoyance.

During the translation of these short stories, translator came across some 

more terms or phrases, where word to word translation of SL text get a new 

meaning in TL which is not required. In such cases translator purposely 

avoided word to word translation and tried to convey the sense.

For example-

1) 3jmm wrmrcff vfMnmi m sni w!
Aplya Payakhali Dharitrimata Tar Ahe Na!

2) fcfoJT vflcf’i/qrf tfaciof ^f(T. Tila Jivnatun Uthavala Hota.

3) HNr)of) UW Marleli Hak

4) W7W WSWf 3PJ tpW ciPIldl Vara Padawa Un Punha Vahu Lagava.

Cultural Problems
Language is a part of culture. Every language has certain culture 

showing words or words related to culture. For example-Names of religious 

books, names of delicious, epics, certain values, tradition etc. They create 

problems for translator, because there is no equivalence for such words.

1) ^lul — Puran-

d?M>/rff Ucwwpf wwr gww ^ &cf.

Kakani motya utsaahna apla puran suru kela.

The term Puran is actually related to Hindu cultural or religion. It is supposed 

that there are 18 Puranas. But the term is sarcastically by people, if someone is 

narrating everything large detail.
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2) 4*331^ crr^t arrfa g^rr -

Shrikhandane Bharlrli Wati Ani Don Tin Purya-

Shrikhand and Puri is a famous delicacy in Maharashtra one cannot translate it, 

or write the very name, so I preferred the term delicacy.

3) cjTToft mi cpfacft -Kali Aai Kopli-

The term Kali Aai refers to agricultural land in Maharashtra. Its word to 

word translation is ‘Black mother’ which is inadequate to express the real 

meaning. The term Anger or Excess anger lacks the zeal of Kopne.

The agricultural land in Maharashtra is of black color, so the writer calls 

it as Kali Aai.

The term cphM Kopne is associated with God. It is supposed that if the 

particular God is displeased, he/ she gets angry and does not confer his favor. 

Similarly here, the writer thinks that the famine in the area is due to anger of 

mother.

The story ‘ Pratima’ is based on famous mythological story from 

Ramayan. Ramayan is an important part of Indian Culture .It is highly 

impossible to recreate the Heroic characters , their significance and respect in 

the mind of Indian people in English language.

In this story some specific words posed problems in translation . 

Dev/-This word is used -

1) to call or refer a woman from royal family not necessary to be queen

2) to call or refer a woman especially in epics or mythological stories in 

olden days.

^TCT Dada -The word is used to call elder brother with respect. In 

Maharashtrait is a tradition to call elder brother respectfully as ‘dada’,not by 

his name.

■*TT3Ai?t Bhauji- This word is used for brother- in- law.

The words dada and bhauji are inseparable part of Indian culture , 

Merely brother or brother -in- law can not be equivalent of them


